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Shabbat Shalom! Thank you to Rabbi Grushcow and the Special Needs Working Group
for giving me the opportunity to speak tonight.
When I first arrived here last summer, I knew that serving as the professional liaison to
the Special Needs Working Group would be part of my portfolio of responsibilities, although I
made it clear that my experience in the field of Special Needs education was limited.
As it turns out, this year has been an exciting year of learning for the entire committee,
as our focus shifted from “special needs” to Inclusion. When we hired Rachel Desjourdy as our
“Special Needs Coordinator,” we quickly came to the decision that we should change her title to
“Inclusion Specialist,” as that title seemed to better describe the work Rachel was doing. The
concept of Inclusion at Temple has been guiding the discussions of the Special Needs Working
Group, and has brought us to this evening.
Last week, Rabbi Michael Latz, our scholar-in-residence, spoke about “Radical
Hospitality.” Although he did not use the word “Inclusion,” that is what he spoke about. He
focused more on the specific mitzvah of hospitality, of welcoming the stranger, of making
guests feel comfortable. The Talmud, (Shabbat 127 a), teaches us that the welcoming of guests
takes precedence over welcoming the Shechinah, the Divine Presence. I would encourage you
to read the Rabbi Latz’s message; it is posted on our website.
Tonight, I want to take us beyond the mitzvah of hospitality to the mitzvah of Inclusion.
So, what is inclusion, exactly? Inclusion is the notion that we, as an institution, should
make every possible effort to eliminate the barriers that may prevent someone’s participation
in life at Temple. The idea emphasizes something called “universal design,” a term coined by
the architect Ronald L. Mace to describe the idea of designing products, building buildings,
creating environments and offering programs that will be accessible to everyone to the greatest
extent possible, regardless of their age, ability or status in life. The fact is, we all benefit from
universal design. A perfect every-day example is the curb cut in the sidewalk at a cross walk.
Curb cuts allow access for someone in a wheelchair, but we all make use of them, right? When
we push a stroller, pull a suitcase or a cart of groceries, or ride a bike.
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Pirke Avot (2:5) says, “Do not separate yourself from the community.”
Accordingly, we must prevent anyone from being separated or cut off involuntarily. At Temple,
we pride ourselves on being warm and welcoming to everyone. But we need to do more than
just have open arms. It is our obligation to ensure equal access for all who want to participate
in our community.
Inclusion means recognizing that we are all created in the image of God. Every person
has something to share, even when it may not be obvious.
Inclusion means trying to get along while recognizing our differences, our faults, our
quirks and our gifts.
Inclusion means a commitment to common decency, a recognition of the rich diversity
of our community, and a promise to continue to work at removing barriers.
Removing barriers is not something that happens overnight. As an institution, we are
committed to doing what we can to permit every person’s full participation. Some of the work
we have done this year includes simply raising the consciousness of our Temple Board, many
congregants and the professional staff about what “inclusion” means. We hosted a successful
Lunch and Learn on a Saturday in February that introduced our All Abilities Inclusion Project to
the congregation. Rachel Desjourdy, our Inclusion Specialist, has worked with me to ensure that
our special needs students can participate in every Torah School activity. Rachel has also helped
us consider Universal Design and Inclusion when we are planning Temple events, especially
ones geared for families.
Much work remains to be done, and we need your assistance. Sometimes, we don’t
even know that a barrier exists. We need your help to identify the barriers to involvement and
participation. Reach out to Rabbi Grushcow, to one of the members of the Special Needs
Committee or to me.
Let me conclude with a few words about this week’s Torah portion. The portion is called
Korach. Korach is a member of the tribe of Levi who challenges the leadership of Moses. Korach
asks “How come you are in charge? What makes you better than the rest of us?” He
successfully gathers a band of 250 people to oppose the leadership of Moses and Aaron. Some
see Korach as a symbol of chutzpah; he has some nerve questioning the roles of Moses and
Aaron. But others argue that Korach is a symbol of a democratic society. Jews don’t believe in
dictatorships; we believe in shared responsibility, in acting together for the benefit of the
community. Korach’s rebellion is not successful; with the support of God, Moses and Aaron
successfully defend their positions as leaders of the Israelite community. But, nonetheless, you
might say that Korach was the first to argue for Inclusion. He argues that Moses and Aaron
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place themselves on a pedestal above the rest of the people. In fact, there are many
examples in the Torah of Moses enlisting the help of others.
Just like Moses, as we work towards creating a more inclusive environment at Temple,
we will inevitably face obstacles, real and perceived – obstacles that include unmet
expectations, former slights, individual needs, inflexible attitudes. Last week, Rabbi Latz said it
perfectly: Let us face these obstacles with humor, trust, affection and forgiveness. We already
have the reputation of being a warm and welcoming community. Let us join hands and together
do the holy work of making Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom the most inclusive synagogue in
town.
Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom
Montreal, QC
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